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Connect the Canon Pro 100 printer 
and apply these basic settings in
PRINTER PREFERENCES. In PRINT UTILITIES: 
• Choose “Prevent Paper Abrasion”
• Reset “Ink Drying Wait Time” as directed
• Repeat this procedure each time the printer is turned on

To print, place the single Floato™ 
balloon sheet face down into 
the printer with arrows pointing 
downwards towards the printer. 
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Connect the Canon Pro 100 printer 
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When ready to print, carefully cut 
open the vacuum-sealed plastic 
bag and remove a single Floato™ 
balloon sheet. 
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PRINT 
YOUR 

PHOTO 
HERE!

Floato™ Balloon for Canon Pro 100
FLAT        

     

22”

Ribbon not included. 

One-sided with silver back. 
Packed 5 to a vacuum-sealed bag.

Download the app in either Windows 
or Apple format free-of-charge, and 
install on computer as directed.
Find the app download here:
RainbowBalloons.com/floato
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L S   Floato™ Photo Balloons are designed for use in   . Anagram recommends 
(and will only support those customers who use) inkjet printer model Canon Pixma Pro-100. For high 

volume printing, Anagram recommends and supports inkjet printer model Epson Stylus Pro 4900.
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Latex Solid-Color
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*1st Price - Order over $400 and use the lowest price.  2nd Price - Order between $200 and $399.  3rd Price - Order under $200 and use our regular low price.

loato  oto alloo

  “Drag” your photo  
(jpg) or “open” into 
the display window.

  Adjust the size of the 
image with the bar at 
the top right. Adjust the 
placement by dragging 
within the “circle”. 

C   Type your message  
in the “Top Text” 
and “Bottom Text” 
fields. Choose from  
5 different fonts. 

  Choose the color  
of the text and its  
outline by clicking  
on the “color picker”. 
Top and bottom  
text can be different 
fonts or colors!

.  Then click “Print”  
(the big green bar  
at bottom right) and  
select the correct 
printer and settings.

  Slowly unfold the balloon “flaps” 
from the carrier paper, and slowly 
peel the paper from the balloon.

.  Remove the balloon from the 
paper carrier assembly. Slowly 
and gently peel the top sheet 
from the folded balloon. 
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